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Birds are in park, one of them �ying above. 
Camera wide open and one point perspected.

The bird is in its nest, camera getting close to center

One bird captived inside a house, camera close up to it.

One bird getting kick by a person, camera shakes and centered.

Kicking voice and bird mumbling.

One bird is on the sholder of a person, camera moves right and medium shot.

Bird  is singing.

Silent

Silent

Birds sounds



Bird �ying over city to �nd its human, camera right and following bird

Wind sounds

Bird seen a crying boy, camera over the head and wide up

Crying sounds

Bird and boy looking eachother, camera medium, adjust left.

Sni�ng sounds

Bird �ying over city to �nd better place, camera right and tracingbird

Wind sounds

An island across the sea, camera full shot, point of view

Wind sounds



Bird �ying over with humans, camera medium shot, slightly shaking

Birds are singing

Bird is convincing boy to got to island, camera medium, adjust left.

Nodding sounds

Bird and boy started to journey, camera wide, tracing them.

Walking, stepping sounds

Bird �ying over mountains, camera one point and tracing bird

Wind sounds

They reached the sea, camera full shot, point of view

Wind sounds



The boy drowning into water, camera medium , tracing boy

Wind sounds, slow sad music

The boy turning into bird and �nally reached the island 
and happilly live there. camera medium, slowly close up

Wind sounds, joy music

The boy fell from cli�, camera one point and tracing boy

Wind sounds, dreadful music

Bird �ying and showing the way over the sea, camera one point

Wind sounds, thriller music

The boy struggling in water, camera medium , tracing boy

Water splashing sounds, dreadful music 


